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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Previous operating procedures for theK reactor required management approval for
continued operation if more than six monitor pin thermocouples were inoperable.

, Currently, there are eight inoperable thermocouples and this number is expected to increase
after reactor restart. This report provides the basis and the power impact for' allowing up to
20 inoperable themaocouples in the core.

" The SRS reactor operating limits are specified as limits on the assembly average effluent
temperature, which is determined by averaging the tour quadrant temperatures at the bottom
of an assembly. Azimuthal asymmetries in fuel and target material distribution and in the
flow channel areas contribute to an azimuthal temperature variation. "therefore, for an
asymmetric assembly, each monitor pin thermocouple measures a different temperature. If
a thermocouple fails in an assembly, the control computer substitutes the highest remaining
temperature for the failed thermocouple and computes the average. In some cases failed
thermocouples are permanently jumpered to the remaining thermocouple having the highest
temperature. If the hottest thermocouple fails in an assembly, the calculated average
temperature detem_ined from thermocouple substitution is lower than the actual assembly
average temperature. For this reason, allowance must be made for the error in the average
temperature measurement due to a failed thermocouple.

This work was conducted under Task Plan 91-048-1.

2.0 SUMMARY

The effect of inoperative monitor pin thermocouples on restart power limits was studied.
The failure of these thermocouples leads to increased uncertainty in the assembly effluent
temperatures, which necessitates a reduction in the restart power limit. The effect of
inoperative thermocouples on the measured temperature limit was calculated through the

use of a multiplicative bias, []m, on the nominal limiting temperature increase across an

assembly. I]tcwas developed based upon reactor operating data for the K13.1 subcycle.
For the LOCA gamma heating limit, the bias is applied in a Monte-Carlo model which
simulates the random failure of monitor pin thermocouples. For the remaining design basis
accidents, the bias is applied uniformly across the core as if one thermocouple per assembly
is inoperative.

For LOCA gamma heating, the required power reduction is a function of the number and

location of inoperative thermocouples in the core. For a 13tcbased upon K13.1 RDAP data,
the necessary power reduction was found to be less than 0.3% of restart power for up to
twenty inoperative thermocouples with no more than one inoperative per assembly.
Assuming a 30% restart power limit without failed thexvnocouples, this would lead to a
restart power of 29.9%, based on a 95% probability that any set of 20 random
thermocouple failures will lead to a higher power level.

For all other design basis accidents, the bias is uniformly applied to all assemblies in the
core as shown by Equations 2 and 3 in Section 4.2. For a bounding analysis (see Equation

t

3), the recommended value of I]tcbased upon K13.1 RDAP data leads to a power reduction
of less than 5%. This would reduce a restart power of 35% to approximately 33.5%.

,
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The use of a 13tcdeveloped from K13.1 RDAP data is contingent upon demonstrating that
the variation in K14.1 effluent temperatures is similar to K13.1. This is expected to be the
case and will be verified after restart.

1I

3.0 METHODOLOGY

M

The impact of error in the assembly average effluent temperature measurement due to
inoperative thermocouples depends upon the postulated accident and upon the number and
location of the inoperative thermocouples in the core. Each accident has a limiting criterion
based on the amount of cooling and the internal heat generation of a given component. The
internal heat generation rate of the component is the result of energy deposition by one or
more assemblies.

In some accidents, such as LOCA-FI, the source of energy for the limiting component is a
single assembly while in others, such as gamma heating, several assemblies contribute to
the rate of energy deposition. The uncertainty in the rate energy deposition will depend on
the uncertainty in the assembly power. The uncertainty in assembly power due to a failed
thermocouple will contribute to a larger fraction of the uncertainty of the energy deposition
for a component whose source of energy is that single assembly than to a component which
has several assemblies as a source of energy. Therefore, for a given number of
thermocouple failures, accidents in which the limiting component receives energy from
several assemblies require less of a reduction in power (effluent temperature) limit than
those accidents in which the limiting component receives energy from a single assembly.

The effect of a failed thermocouple on the effluent temperature limit is determined by
applying a multiplicative bias to the fimiting temperature rise across an assembly. For the
LOCA gamma heating limit, the bias is used in a Monte-Carlo model which simulates the
random failure of monitor pin thermocouples. For the other design basis accidents, the
bias is applied to the limiting temperature rise across every assembly the core, as if every
assembly contains one inoperative thermocouple.

The bias is determined from a conservative analysis of reactor operating temperatures from
the K 13 charge. A bounding value for the bias is also determined based on a conservative
asymmetric assembly model used in LOCA -FI limits.

3.1 Inoperative.Thermocouple Multiplier

When a monitor pin thermocouple fails, a new assembly average effluent temperature is
calculated by substituting the failed thermocouple reading with the highest reading from the
functional thermocouples. If the highest temperature thermocouple fails, the indicated
assembly average effluent temperature will be lower than the actual average temperature.

This effect is accounted for through a correction factor, [3tc,which is defined ms

---- (1)

_tg /_T4 avg Ib

where: AT3 avg = The measured temperature rise across an assembly obtained by
conservatively assuming that the hottest thermocouple fails and is ¢
replaced by a coldest thermocouple,
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AT4 avg = The corresponding assembly average temperature obtained from
four functional thermocouples.

v

, [3tcis determined by two methods. The first method utilizes RDAP data from the K 13.1

charge to determine [3tc. In the second method, [3tcis determined from the asymmetric
assembly model used in the LOCA-FI limits analysis. The analytical model is conservative
and maxhnizes the reduction in the effluent temperature limit for faihtres of one monitor pin
thermocouple per assembly.

3.2 Calculation of _tc Using Reactor Operating Data

The plenum inlet temperatures and assembly quadranteffluent temperatures are routinely

recordedtwice weekly by the Reactor Data Analysis Program (RDAP). Core-wide averages of [3tc
were calculated for the, K-13.1 subeycle using five sets of RDAP data 1. The results are shown in
Table 1.

lahlg_L_._c_.C, alg.l_ted from RDAP data

Date Core-wide Lower 95% Standard deviation

Two-sided Confidence of [3tc

Limit fbr Mean of 13tc
3/23/87 0.9786 0.0096

3/26/87 0.9779 0.0099

4/2/87 0.9787 0.0096

4/9/87 0.9789 0.0093
4/i6/87 0.9794 0,0094

Bounding values of 0.976 and 0.01 are chosen for the mean and standard deviation of [3tc,
respectively. A typical set of data is shown in Figure 1. The values were calculated using
the highest plenum inlet temperature for ali assemblies, because this gives 'the lowest value

of [3tc'

The K 14,1 subcycle contains a charge of MK-22 assemblies identical to that of the K 13.1
charge. Therefore, the azimuthal temperature variations in the K 14.1 assemblies are

expected to be similar to those of K13.1, and the value of [5tccalculated with K 13.1 data is
applicable to K14.1. If field inspection of assembly temperature variations shows that the

[3tcfor K14.1 is less than K13.1 values, a bounding value of 13tcbased on the conservative
' analytical model will be used.



3.3 Calculation of [3tc From the LOCA.FI Analytical Model

[3tcis similar to the three-dimensional effects multiplier, _3D' in LOCA-FI limits 2 in that

tbr a given assembly power, [3tcalso depends on the azimuthal power distribution in an
assembly. The assembly azimuthal power distribution is random, depending upon flux tilt,
the orientation of the maximum fuel/target material thicknesses to the flux tilt, the maximum

fuel/target material thicknesses and flow channel eccentricity. In addition, [3tcand [33D
depend on the same parameters, are correlated, and are therefore treated in the same
statistical model.

A modified version of POWCOMBV3, called TC3COMB was used to calculate random

values for [3tc.The random values for [3tctogether with the random values for [33Dwere

used to calculate the mean and variance of 13tcas well as the covariance between [3tcand

_3D"

TC3COMB uses the random selection of azimuthal power distribution of POWCOMBV33.

The three dimensional UNCERT-v 16.5 output, used to calculate the regression fit of _3D
tOthe maximum sector to sector average power ratio in the outer fuel tube, was used to

consm_ct a regression fit of [3tcto _34. The error in the fit was also included as a random
variable in the TC3COMB calculations. TC3COMB also contains updated values tor the

parameters which are used to calculate the rib effect5. A listing of TC3COMB is given in

Appendix A. The results from the TC3COMB calculations for [3tcare shown in Table 2.

_Llhl_.._c C_lleulated frem Analytical Model

Mean of [3tc cov([3tc,133D) Standard Deviation
of [3tc

0.92595 0.00151 0.00852

4.0 APPLICATION OF _tc TO DESIGN BASIS AC(-_'_ENTS

4.1 LOCA Gamma tteating Limits

A given safety rod absorbs the gamma radiation emitted by a number of assemblies. The
contribution of the gamma radiation emitted by a given assembly to the total heat generation
rate in a safety rod depends on the location of the assembly relative to the safety rod. At a
given time after shutdown the decay gamma radiation emitted by an assembly, which has
operated for a long period of time, is determined from a known proportional relation to the
steady state power. The assemblies which make significant contributions to the garnma
heating of a particular s',ffetyrod are referred to as "critical assemblies".

The MCGAMMA code is used to calculate the reduction applied to the gamma heating '
power li_rfitfor monitor pin thermocouple failures. For a given number of failed monitor

4



pin thermocouples in the core, each safety rod has the same probability that a hot monitor
pin thermocouple has failed in a critical assembly. MCGAMMA calculates the increased
safety rod heat generation rate resulting from assemblies operating at higher powers due to
failed monitor pin thermocouples. MCGAMMA then determines the uniform reduction in

" assembly power required to offset the increase in gamma heating of the safety rod. The
number of hot monitor pin thermocouple failures in critical assemblies is determined by a
Monte-Carlo analysis. The Monte-Carlo analysis randomly distributes thermocouple

, failure among the groups of critical assemblies which make the same contribution to the
gamma heating of the safety rod. MCGAMMA determines the statistics of the uniform
assembly power reduction for random failures of a given number monitor pin
thermocouples.

If the critical assemblies are all operating at the effluent temperature limit for the gamma
heating accident, the failare of a hot monitor pin thermocouple in one of the critical
assembly means that particular assembly may be operating at a higher power than indicated
by the effluent temperature measurement. 'Ihe error in the temperature measurement has
two components. The first component is the error introduced by computing the average
effluent temperature by substituting the next hottest thermocouple measurement for the hot
thermocouple measurement. The second component of the error is due to the reduction in
the number of thermocouples used to measure the effluent ternperature. Using fewer
thermocouples to measure the temperature increases the variance in the temperature
measurement en'or.

Only hot thermocouple failures in critical assemblies are assumed to influence the gamma
power limit. The incrcase in the assembly power limit which would occur if any of the
three non-hot thermocouples failed in a critical assembly is not considered. If hot
thermocouple failure occurs, it is assumed that the temperature reading for the hot
thermocouple is replaced by the reacling from the cold thermocouple in the calculation of the
average effluent temperature limit. The effect is treated by the multiplier, [3tc,described in
Section 3.2.

From RDAP data it is found that the measured assembly average effluent temperatures are
nearly uniform over the portion of the core away from the buckle zone. As a
simplification, it is assumed that all critical assemblies for a p',,u'ticularsafety rod have the
same measured average effluent temperatures and therefore the same powers. Assuming
that the decay gamma emission is directly proportional to the steady-state assembly power,
the relative contribution of the critical assemblies to the gamma heating of a safety rod for a

drained tank are given in Table 3 below 6.

Table 3 Assembly Absorption Fractions

Assembl_y___.No. Ng__of(_rifical Ass__,rr_ bA.b__rptionFr_ctio_

1 3 0.128
2 3 0.043
3 3 0.026

, 4 6 0.014
5 3 0.012
6 6 0.009

i
W
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In the remaining groups of assemblies, individual assemblies contribute 0.6%, or less, to

the total gamma heating of the safety rod6. Further, if the number of critical assemblies is
increased, the reduction in assembly power required to compensate for failed hot
thermocouples will be spread over a larger number of assemblies. Therefore, the
remaining groups of assemblies are neglected.

The derivation of the equation used to calculate the power reduction needed to compensate
for inoperative thermocouples are shown in Appendix B. The MCGAMMA uses Equation
B 10, which is"

C

_ai
P i=1

- f (1)

_I(_c ( 2e_ea_pj68 e meas2)l_a i + 1 + 1 "tc" +" 68 i
i=l i=l

where: a i = The fraction of the total gamma energy absorbed by the safety rod

which was radiated from an assembly in the ith group, see Table 3

Erneas1' Emeas2 = Independent effluent temperature measurement errors. These have
the same distribution for each monitor pin thermocouple, but are
statistically independent.

f = The number of critical assemblies which contain failed hot monitor
pin thermocouples.

nf = The number of critical assemblies which do not contain failed hot
monitor pin thermocouples.

c = f + nf = The total number of critical assemblies.

The The MCGAMMA code listing is given in Appendix C.

The model described above was used to calculate the failed thermocouple effect on LOCA gamma
heating limits. The results are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 assuming 8, 12, and 20 inoperable
theirnocouples. The probability referred to in these tables is the probability that any set of random
thermocouple failures will lead to a power limit which is higher than that shown.

These results show that the effect of failed thermocouples on the LOCA gamma heating

power limit is relatively insensitive to the value of [_tc. The recommended values for the

probability and [3tcare 95% and 0.976, respectively. "12,,isgives a restart power of 29.9%.

!



Table 4. Resulting Gamma Heating Limit Using 13tc = 00976 Derived Fl:om
RP.A£

(Values rounded to nearest 0.1%)
f

Probability
# of Inoperative TC's 90% 95% 99%

8 30.0% 30.0% 29.9%

12 30.0% 30.0% 29,.9%

20 30.0% 29.9% 29.8%

* Valid for 13tc>__0.976

Table 5. ILe_UR[llg._G_mma Heatin_ Limit Using Bounding .13tc= 0.9_.ti
(Values roundezfto nearest 0.1%)

Probability
# of Inoperative TC's 90% 95% 99%

8 30.0% 29.9% 29.6%

12 30.0% 29.9% 29.6%

20 30.0% 29.8% 29.5%

4.2 Application of 13tc to Other Accidents

For accidents not involving gamma heating, 13tcis applied uniformly across tile core as if

the hot thermocouple had failed in each assembly. In this case, 13tcis used to modify the
effluent temperature limit in the following manner:

Tlim = Tin + 13tc[_AT- Nc (2)

where: AT = Nominal or best estimate temperature rise across the
assembly.

Tli m = The effluent temperature limit.

Tin = The assembly inlet temperature,

13= Other non-ideal-effects multipliers.
11

Nif = The adjustment for uncertainty in the effluent
temperature limit.



'line value of ¢_must be me, tiffed to include the increased measurement error' due to the use

of three, rather than four them'_ocouples: the uncertainty in the value of _tc and the

covariance between [3tcand _3D',see "Fable2. This is the general foma of the equation and ,_
is used for those accidents whose effluent temperature limits are expressed as "best estinaate
plus uncertainty" such os LOCA FI.

For the accidents that calculate effluent temperarare limits from a bounding analysis the
effluent temperature limit is modified by:

Tli m = Ti_I+ [3t.c AT. (3)

where: AT = The bounding temperature increase across maassembly

assuming no inoperative thermtx:ouples. Here AT
includes unce.nainties (which include modifications to
the effluent temperature uncertainties to account for
three rather than four functional thermocouples) and
non-ideal effects.

In this case the rex:ommended value of _tc is:

[3tc= <_tc_> - 2tT[_tc (4)

where: ¢_;I_tc,_, = The core-wide average of [3tc.

cl3tc The standard deviation of [3tc.

Equation 4 gives a _tc of 0.956 when RDAP data is used, and a bounding value of 0.909
when analytical model results are used. Therefore in the worst case, a restart power limit of
35% would have to be reduced to approximately 32% to account for fztiled thermocouple
effects.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The impact of inoperative thermocouples on the power limit for LOCA gamma heating is

small, less than 0.5% of traditional tx_wer for bounding values of [3tc. For a conservative

best estimate value of ._tcbasexl upon K13.1 RDAP data, the required power reduction is
very small, as shown in Table 4,

For 'ali other design basis accidents, the bias is uniformly applied across the core as if there
was one failed thermocouple in each assembly. The use of very conservative bounding

values for [}tcgives an impact of less than 10 %. The use of the value of _tc based upon
KI3.1 RDAP data gives an impact of less than 5%.



The applicability of K13.1 data to the K14.1 charge will be verified after restart. These
calculations are valid only for MK-22 assemblies.
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Figure 1. Histogram of []tc, from RDAP data. The data shown are from the 432 Mk-22
assemblies in the K13.1 charge on 3/26/87.
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APPENDIX A

Sample Output for TC3COMB

The mean of beta-3d is = 0.77606504

The variance of beta-3d is = 0.00060266

The standard deviation of beta-3d is = 0.02454918
The mean of beta-tc is = 0.92589284

The variance of beta-tc is = 0.00007166

The standard deviation of beta-tc is = 0.00846526

The mean of the product of beta-tc and beta3d is = 0.71870484

The covariance between beta--tc and beta-3d is = 0.00015179

The correlation coefficient between beta-tc and beta-3d is = 0.73042248

The number of iterations to converge is = 9999

Listing of TC3COMB

program TC3COMB
c

c This program is a version of POWCOMBV3 with the following
c changes :

c 1 The rib effect parameter par2 is changed from 0.2124

c to 0.2084 as per WSRC-NB-90-273 pg 99.
c 2 A bias factor for one missing thermocouple is calculated
c from a correlation with beta3. The statistics for the

c bias factor and its covariance with beta3d are also
c calculated.

c

character ans*20,filename*30

common/b3dmul/b3dmat (10000 )

common/tc/xfmat (10000),xfb3dmat (I0000)

data alcoef,a2coef,a3coef/3.1101,-3.6305,1.3929/

data alfcoef,a2fcoef, sd/0.66080r0.33645,0.00345/
write(*, i)

1 format (' Do you wish to print out all random values?')
read(*, 50) ans

50 format(a20)

write (*, 2)

2 format(' What is the name of the output file?')
read(*, 51) filename

51 format(a30)

open (unit=15, file=filename, status ='new' )
nbr=9999

iseed=irtc ()
call ranset (iseed)
ick=100

b3dvarl=100 _0

do Ii i=1,nbr

jdone=i

call beta3d(alcoef,a2coef,a3coef,i,b3d, alfcoef,a2fcoef,sd,

t #xf, xfb3d)
b3dmat (i) =b3d

xfmat (i)=xf
xfb3dmat (i)=xfb3d

I c if (i .eq. ick) then

c call normal(i,b3dm, b3dvar)

c eps=abs ((b3dvarl-b3dvar)/b3dvar)

11
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c if (eps.lt.0.005)go to 40
c ick=ick+100

c write (*, *) i,b3dvar
c b3dvarl=b3dvar

c else

c end if
ii continue

call normal(nbr,b3dm, b3dvar)

call covar(nbr, xfm, xfvar, xfb3dm, cfb3d, b3dm)

40 b3dsd=sqrt (b3dvar)

xfsd=sqrt (xfvar,
cc=cfb3d/(b3dsd*xfsd)

if (jdone. lt. nbr) nbr=jdone
nbrl= (nbr/5) +i o
if (ans.eq.'n' .or.ans.eq. 'no'.or.ans.eq. 'N' .or.ans.eq. 'NO')

*go to 3
write (15, 4)

4 format (' Beta3D Values' )

do 90 k=l,nbrl
nm= (k--l)"5+1

if (k. lt. nbrl) then
nml=k*5

else
nml=nbr

end if

write (15, 31) nm, (b3dmat (I) ,l=nm, nml)
31 format(i5,3x,5f9.6)
90 continue

write (15, 5)

5 format (//, ' Three TC Factors')

do 91 k=l,nbrl
nm= (k-l) "5+1

if (k. lt. nbrl) then
nrel=k* 5
else

nml=nbr

end if

write (15, 32) nm, (xfmat (i) ,l=nm, nml)

32 format(i5f3x,5f9.6)
91 continue

write (15, 6)

6 format(//, ' (Three TC Factor)*(Beta3D) ')
do 92 k=l,nbrl
nm= (k-l) "54.1

if (k. lt. nbrl) then
nml=k*5

else

nml=nbr

end if

write (15, 33) nm, (xfb3dmat (i) ,l=nm, nml)

33 format(i5,3x, 5f9.6)
92 continue

3 write (15, 20) b3dm, b3dvar, b3dsd, xfm, xfvar, xfsd, xfb3dm,
*cfb3d, cc, nbr

20 format (/, 'The mean of beta-3d is = 'f12.8,/,

*_The variance of beta-3d is = 'f12.8,/,
*'The standard deviation of beta-3d is = 'f12.8,/,

*'The mean of beta-tc is = _f12.8,/,

12



* The variance of beta-tc is ='f12.8,/,

* The standard deviation of beta-tc is ='f12.8,/,

* The mean of the product of beta-tc',

* and beta3d is ='f12.8,/,i
* The covariance between beta-tc and beta-3d is ='f12.8,/,

* The correlation coefficient between ',

* beta-tc and beta-3d is ='

*f12.8,

*/, 'The number of iterations to converge is = 'i6)

close (15)

stop
end

c

subroutine beta3d(alcoef,a2coef,a3coef, li,b3d, alfcoef, a2fcoef, sd,

#xf, xfb3d)
c

c This program generates a random configuration of the maximum fuel
c concentration and orientation between the maximums of the

c azimuthal flux tilt, fuel concentration, and lithium concentration

c and then combines them in a multiplicative fashion.
c

parameter (pi=3.].4159265)

dimension alitfi(360),fitfi(360),fitfo(360),fotfi(360) ,

*fotfo(360),alotfo(360),azfi(360),azfo(360),combi(360),

*combo (360), powfi (8), powfo (8), alitfo (360), alotfi (360)

common/respf/wrfii (12) ,wrfio (12) ,wrfoi (12) ,wrfoo (12) ,

*wrtii (12) , wrtio (12) ,wrtoi (12) ,wrtoo (12)

common/fourcof/arfii(12),arfio(12),arfoi(12) ,arfoo(12) ,

*artii(12) ,artio(12),artoi(12),artoo(12)

c

c whe re :

c alitfi = influence of inner lithium concentration on inner

power

c fitfi = influence of inner fuel concentration on inner power

c fitfo = influence of inner fuel concentration on outer power

c fotfi = influence of outer fuel concentration on inner power

c fotfo = influence of outer fuel concentration on outer power
c alotfo = influence o_ outer lithium concentration on outer

power

c azfi = influence of azimuthal flux tilt on inner power

c azfo _ influence of azimuthal flux tilt on outer power

c combi = combined inner fuel power at every degree

c combo = combined outer fuel power at every degree

c powfi = inner fuel 45 degree sector power

c powfo = outer fuel 45 degree sector power
c

c first generate, using the cumulative distribution funtion, the

c maximum of the distributions from the fuels and targets

c

call cumu(alim, fim, fom, alom, iseed)
c

c generate the assumed distribution of the different effects
c

call gen(alitfi, fitfi, fitfo, fotfi, fotfo,alotfo,azfi,azfo,

lalim, fim, fore, alom, alitfo, alotfi, li)
c

c generate the random offsets for the power effects from

c the origin. This need only be done for the concentrations
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c since we will regard 0 offset as the azimuthal flux offset
C

call offset (lioff, looff,ifioff, ifooff,iseed)
c

f

c determine which of the two possible configurations the ribs

c have with respect to the azimuthal tilt
c

call config(nconf, iseed)
c

c combine the multiplicative effects and average over a channel
c

call combin(alitfi,fitfi, fitfo, fotfi, fotfo,alotfo, azfi,azfo,

lioff, looff, ifioff, ifooff, nconf, combi, combo, powfi, powfo,

*alitfo, alotfi, icorr, b3d, alcoef, a2coef, a3coef, alfcoef, a2 fcoef, sd,

*xf, xfb3d)

return

end

subroutine config(nconf, iseed)
c

c this subroutine determines the orientation of the ribs

c with respect to the azimuthal flux tilt
c

nconf=l

k=ifix(6.*ranf() )

if (k.ge.4)nconf=0
return

end

subroutine combin(alitfi,fitfi, fitfo, fotfi, fotfo,alotfo,

*azfi, azfo, lioff, looff, ifioff, ifooff,nconf,combi,combo,

*powfi, powfo, alit fo, alotfi, icorr, b3d, alcoef, a2coef,

*a3coef, alfcoef, a2fcoef, sd, xf, xfb3d)

c

c in this subroutine all of the effects are combined.

c also, the effects are integrated over a subchannel
c

dimension alitfi(360),fitfi(360),fitfo(360),fotfi(360),

ifot fo (360) ,alotfo (360), azfi (360), azfo (360), combi (360),

2combo(360),powfi(8),powfo(8),ploti(60),ploto(60),

3alitfo (360) ,alotfi (360) ,powf (4)

data par,par2/.01215, .2084/
c

c The polynomial fit for beta3d for

fctn40 (x)=alcoef+a2coef*x+a3coef*x**2
C **************************************

sumi=0.0

sumo=0.0

C **************************************

do 1 i=i,360

j=lioff+i

if(j.gt.360) j=j-360
k=looff+i

if(k.gt.360)k=k-360
l=ifioff+i w

if (i.gt.360) 1=1-360
m=ifooff+i

if (m.gt. 360) m=m-360

combi (i) =alitfi (j) *fitfi (i) *fotfi (m) *azfi (i) *alotfi (k)

combo (i) =alotfo (k) *fitfo (1) *fotfo (m) *azfo (i) *alitfo (j)
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sumi=combi (i )+sumi

sumo=combo (i )+sumo
C ************************************************************

• 1 continue
C ********************************************************

, c ENSURE NORMALIZATION OF RATIOS OF SECTOR POWER TO AVERAGE SECTOR
POWER

C

c *******************************************************

do 92 i=i,360
combi (i)=combi (i) *360.0/sumi

combo (i)=combo (i) *360.0/sumo
92 continue

C *******************************************************

C

C

c determine max and min of inner and outer tube

C

200 aamaxi=0.

aamini=5.
aamaxo=0.

aamino=5.

do 350 ii=i,360

if (combi (ii) .gt. aamaxi) aamaxi=combi (ii)
if (combi (ii) .lt. aamini) aamini=combi (ii)

if (comb O (ii) .gt. aamaxo) then
aamaxo=combo (ii)
iimax=ii

end if

if (combo (ii) .lt..aamino) aamino=combo (ii)
350 continue

c

c use the configuration knowledge to integrate the power
c over a subchannel

C

if (nconf.eq.0)then

do 301 ii=l,8

powfi (ii) =0.

301 powfo(ii)=0.
do 2 il=l, 45
i2=ii+45

i3=ii+90
i4=iI+135

i5=ii+180

i6=ii+225

i7=ii+270

i8=ii+315

powfi (i)=cor_bi (il) +powfi (i)

powfi (2)=combi (i2) +powfi (2)

powfi (3)=combi (i3) +powfi (3)

powfi (4)=combi (i4) +powfi (4)

powfi (5)=combi (i5) +powfi (5)
powfi (6)=combi (i6) +powfi (6)

, powfi (7)=combi (i7) +powfi (7)
powfi (8)=combi (i8) +powfi (8)

powfo (I)=combo (il) +powfo (i)
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powfo (2) =combo (i2) +powfo (2)
powfo (3) =combo (i3) +powfo (3)

powfo (4) =combo (i4) +powfo (4)

powfo (5) =combo (i5) +powfo (5)
powfo (6)=combo (i6) +powfo (6)

powfo (7) =combo (i7) +powfo (7)

powfo (8) =combo (i8) +powfo (8)

2 continue
powf (I) =powfo (I)+powfo (2)

powf (2) =powfo (3)+powfo (4)

powf (3) =powfo (5)4-powfo (6)
powf (4) =powfo (7)+powfo (8)

powg=O.
do 402 ii=I,4

if (powf (il) .gt.powg)then
kpg=il

powg=powf (il)
end if

402 continue

if (kpg.eq. i) qrib=amaxl (combo (360), combo (90))

if(kpg.eq.2)qrib=amaxl(combo(90),combo(1.80))

if (kpg.eq. 3) qrib=amaxl (combo (180), combo (270))

if (kpg.eq. 4)qrib=amaxl (combo (270) ,combo (360))
c ****************************************************

qd=O. 0
ra=ranf ()

if (ra.gr..5) qd=l.209*qrib-aamaxo
c ****************************************************

if (qd.lt.O.)qd=O.
else

do 3 ii=16,60
i2=ii+45

i3=ii+90

i4=ii+135

i5=ii+180
i6=ii+225

i7=ii+270

i8=ii+315

if (i8 .gt. 360) i8=i8-360

powfi (i)=combi (il) +powfi (I)

powfi (2) =combi (i2) +powfi (2)
powfi (3)=combi (i3) +powfi (3)

powfi (4)=combi (i4) +powfi (4)

powfi (5) =combi (i5) +powfi (5)

powfi (6) =combi (i6) +powfi (6)
powfi (7) =combi (i7) +powfi (7)

powfi (8)=combi (i8) +powfi (8)

powfo (i) =combo (il) +powfo (i)

powfo (2)=combo (i2) +powfo (2)

powfo (3) =combo (i3) +powfo (3)

powfo (4) =combo (i4) +powfo (4)
powfo (5) =co_doo (i5) +powfo (5)

powfo (6) =combo (i6) +powfo (6)

powfo (7) =combo (i7) +powfo (7)

powfo (8)=combo (i8) +powfo (8)

3 continue t
powf (i)=powfo (i) +powfo (8)

powf (2)=powfo (3) +powfo (2)
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powf (3) =powfo (5) +powfo (4)

powf (4) =powfo (7) +powfo (6)

powg--0.

do 403 ii=I,4

v if(powf (il) .gt.powg) then

kpg=il

powg=powf (i i )
end if

- 403 continue

if (kpg. eq. I) qrib=amaxl (combo (60) ,con%bo (150))

if (kpg. eq. 2) qrib=amaxl (combo (150) ,combo (240))

if (kpg.eq. 3) qrib=amaxl (combo (240) ,combo (330))

if (kpg. eq. 4) qrib=amaxl (combo (330) ,combo (60))
c ************************************************************

qd=0.0

ra=ranf ()

if (ra.gt..5) qd=l.209*qrib-aamaxo
c ************************************************************

if (qd.lt.0.)qd=0.
end if

do 4 i2=I,8

powfi(i2)=powfi(i2)/45.

powfo(i2)=powfo(i2)/45.
4 continue

do 404 i2=i,4

404 powf (i2)=powf (i2)/90.

c the next line calls Lhe subroutine that

c generates random numbers which have a normal distribution
c

z2=gasdev (iseed)
c

c convert from N(0,1) to N(0,par)
c

z2=z2*par

c Determine Beta-3D, no rib and then determine Beta-rib
c

b3dpow=fctn40 (powf (kpg)) +z2
c

c generate random humbers for an N(0,sd) distribution
c

is=irtc ()

z3=gasdev (is) *sd
c

c compute the beta-tc from its correlation with beta-3d

c

xf=a ?.fcoe f+a2 fcoe f*b3dpow+ z 3
c

405 brib=l. -qd*par2

b3d=b3dpow*brib
xfb3d=xf*b3d

return

end

subroutine offset(lioff, looff, ifioff, ifooff, iseed)
c

c this subroutine generates random numbers to determine the offset
c for the concentration effects.

c lioff = offset for inner lithium

c looff = offset for outer lithium
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C ifioff = offset for inner fuel

c ifooff = offset for outer fuel

lioff=ifix(360.*ranf ())+i

looff=ifix(360.*ranf ())+i

ifioff=ifix (360. *ranf ()) +I

ifooff=ifix (360. *ranf ()) +I
return

end

subroutine cumu(alim, fim, fom, alom, iseed)
c

c this subroutine finds the maximum of the distribution for the

c fuel and target tubes be generating a random number and using
c the cumulative distribution function for actual fuel tubes in the

c reactor. The lithium concentration is found by using a uniform
c distribution between 0 and 30 percent.
c

dimension icumfi(30) ,icumfo(30)
c

c whe re :

c icumfi(i) = the number of inner fuel tubes with maximum i

c icumfo(i) = the number of outer fuel tubes with maximum i
c

c Ref. for distribution: WSRC-RP-89-724, dated Aug. '89

c Table 8, K-14 charge, icumfo(i) has a 2 in the 0-1% slot

c to make the total equal 432.
c

data icumfo/2,0, 0,i, 8, 41, 88,119,107,35, 17,6, 3,3,

i0, 0, i, 0,0, 0, I, 0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0, 0/

data icumfi/0, 0, 0, 0, 19, 76,113,109, 57,38, 9, 5, 5,1,

i0,0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0/
c

c first generate it for the inner fuel tube
c

d=ranf ()

d=d* 432 .

k=0

do i i=l, 30

k=k+icumfi (i)

if(float(k) .ge.al)go to 2
1 continue

write (15, i00)

i00 format(' Error in generating cumulative distribution')

stop
2 continue

fim=float (i)

fim =. 01*fim

c

c second, generate for the outer fuel tube
c

d=ranf ()

d=d* 432 .

k=0

do 3 i=I,30

k=k+icumfo (i)

if(float(k) .ge.d)go to 4
3 continue

write (15,100) _

stop
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4 continue

fom=float (i)

fom = .0 I* fom

c

v c third, generate the lit]_ium concentration for the targ_ts
c

d=ranf ()

a i im=d* 30.

" alim=alim * .01

d--ranf ()

a 1 om=d* 30.

alom=alom*. 01

return

subroutine gen(alitfi,fitfi, fitfo, fotfi, totfo,alotfo,azfi,

lazfo, alim, fim, fom, alom, alitfo, alotfi, iter)
c

c this subroutine generates assumed distributions for the different

c effects. The assumed functionality is cosine for all effects

c except the azimuthal flux tilt which will be described using a

c histogram
c

dimension alitfi(360),fitfi(360),fitfo(360),fetfi(360),

*fotfo(360),alotfo(360),azfi(360),azfo(360),alotfi(360),

• alitfo (360) ,ang (14) razii (14) ,azio (14) , y2azii (14) ,y2azio (14)

dimension blitfi(360),bfitfi(360),bfitfo(360),bfotfi(360),

• bfotfo (360), blotfo (360), blotfi (360) ,blitfo (360)

parameter (pi=3.14159265)

common/respf/wrfii(12),wrfio(12),wrfoi(12) ,wrfoo(12),

•wrtii (12) , wrtio (12) ,wrtoi (12) ,wrtoo (12)

common/fourcof/arfii (12) ,arfio (12) ,arfoi (12) ,arfoo (12) ,

• artii(12) ,artio(12),artoi(12),artoo(12)

save blit fi, bfitfi, bfitfo, bfotfi, bfot fo, blot lo,

•blotfi, blitfo

data (ang(i),i=l, 14)/-15.0,15.0,45.0,75.0,105.0,135.0,165.0,

"195 .0/225 .0,255.0,285.0,315.0,345 .0,375° 0/

data (azii(i),i=2,13)/1.0054,1.062'7,1.0988,1.0985,1.0607,

• I .0093, 0 .9642,0 .9354,0 .9340,0 .9367,0 .9355, 0. 9579/

data (azio(i),i=2,13)/0.9982,1.0883,1°1506,1.1506,1.0752,

*0.9992,0.937'7,0.9274,0.9120,0.9061,0.9131,0.9415/

c

c whe re :

c alitfi = influence of inner lithium concentration on inner

power
c alitfo = influence of inner lithium concentration on outer

power

c fitfi = influence of inner fuel concentration on inner power

c fitfo = influence of inner fuel concentration on outer power

c fotfl = influence of outer fuel concentration on inner power

c fotfo = influence of outer fuel concentration on outer power
c alotfo = influence of outer lithium concentration on outer

power
c alotfi = influence of outer lithium concentration on inner

power

c azfi = influence of azimuthal, flux tilt on inner power

c azfo = influence of azimuthal flux tilt on outer power

c
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c the subroutine is called that calculates the Fouier Fit coefficients

c print out the Fourier Fit Coefficients to the file "fourcoef"
c

if(iter.gt.l)go to I0 v
call fourfit

c

c Since 'azfi" and "azfo" never change we only need to determine
c once and not every iteration.
c

n=14

azii (i)=azii (13)

azii (14) =azii (2)

azio (I)=azio (13)
azio (14) =azio (2)

ypl=l. 0e35
ypn=l. 0e35

call spline(ang, aziJ.,n,ypl,ypn, y2azli)
call spline(ang, azio, n, ypl,ypn, y2azio)
do 2 i=I,360

angj=i

call splint (ang, azii,y2azii,n, angj,aziil)

call splint(ang, azio,y2azio,n, angj,aziol)
azfi (i)=aziil
azfo (i)_=aziol

2 continue
c

c The fit uses six terms from the summation.
c

do 1 i=I,360
blitfi (i) =0.0

blitfo (i) =0.0
bfitfi (i) =0.0

bfitfo (i) =0.0

bfotfi (i) =0.0
bfotfo (i) =0.0

blotfi (i) =0.0

blotfo (i) =0.0

do 1 n=l,6

an=float (n)

blitfi (i) =blitfi (i)+artii (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0"pi/360. )

blitfo (i) =blit fo (i)+artio (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0"pi/360. )

bfitfi (i) =bfitfi (i)+arfii (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0"pi/360. )

bfitfo (i) =bfitfo (i)+arfio (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0,pi/360. )
bfotfi (i) =bfot fi (i)+arfoi (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0"pi/360. )

bfotfo (i) =bfotfo (i)+arfoo (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0"pi/360. )

blotfi (i) =blot fi (a)+artoi (n) *cos (an*float (i) *2.0"pi/360. )
1 blotfo(i)=blotfo(i)+artoo(n)*cos(an*float(i)*2.0*pi/360.)

c

c This is the only part of GEN that needs to be repeated for each
c of the iterations.

c

i0 do 3 i=I,360

alitfi (i) =i. 0

alitfo (i) =i. 0
fitfi(i)=l.0

fitfo (i) =i. 0 _:

fotfi (i)=I .0

fotfo (i)=i. 0
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alotfi (i) =i. 0

alotfo (i) =i. 0

alitfi (i)=alitfi (i)+blitfi (i) *alim/0.15

alitfo (i)=alitfo (i) +blitfo (i) *alim/0.15

fitfi (i) =fitfi (i) +bfitfi (i) *fire/0.15

fitfo (i) =fitfo (i) +bfitfo (i) *fire/0.15

fotfi (i) =fot fi (i) +bfotfi (i) * fore/0.15

fotfo (i) =fotfo (i) +bfotfo (i) * fore/0.15

alotfi (i) =alotfi (i) +blotfi (i) *alom/0.15

3 alotfo(i)=alotfo(1)+blotfo(i),alom/0.15
return

end

c

c _ block data subprogram to define the response functions.
c

block data respnf

common/respf/wrfii(12),wrfio(12),wrfoi(12),wrfoo(12),

•wrtii (12) ,wrtio (12) ,wrtoi (12) ,wrtoo (12)
c

c The response functions
c

data (wrfii (i), i=l, 12) /i.0981, i. 0584, i. 0200, 0. 9814, 0. 9419,

• 0 9002,0.9002,0 9419,0.9814,1.0200,1.0584,1.0981/

data(wrfio(i),i=l, 12) /0.9925,0.9948,0.9982,1.0018,1.0052,

• I 0076,1.0076,1 0052,1.0018,0 9982,0.9948,0.9925/

data (wrfoi(i),i=l,12)/0.9814,0.9872,0.9954,1.0043,1.0127,

• I 0190, 1.0190,1 0127,1.0043,0 9954,0.9872,0.9814/

data (wrfoo (i) ,i=l, 12)/I.0951, i. 0567, i. 0197, 0. 9823, 0. 9437,

• 0 9025,0.9025_0 9437,0.9823,1 0197,1.0567,1.0951/

data (wrtii(i),i=l,12)/0.9895,0.9928,0.9974,1.0025,1.0072,

• I 0106,1.0106,1 0072,1_0025,0 9974,0.9928,0.9895/

data (wrtio(i),i=l,12)/0.9958,0.9970,0.9989,1.0011,1.0030,

• I 0043,1.0043,1 0030,1.0011,0 9989,0.9970,0.9958/

data (wrtoi(i),i=l,12)/0.9891,0.9923,0.9972,1.0027,1.0077,

• i 0110, i.0110,I 0077,1.0027,0 9972,0 9923,0.9891/

data (wrtoo(i),i=l,12)/0.9835,0.9887,0.9959,1.0039,1.0113,

_i 0168, 1.0168,1 0113,1.0039,0 9959,0.9887,0.9835/
end

c

c The subroutine that calculates the Fourier Fit Coefficients
c

subroutine fourfit

common/respf/wrfii(12),wrfio(12),wrfoi(12),wrfoo(12) ,

•wrtii (12) ,wrtio (12), wrtoi (12) ,wrtoo (12)

common/fourcof/arfii (12) , arfio (12) ,arfoi (12) , arfoo (12) ,

•artii (12) ,artio (12), artoi (12) ,artoo (12)
parameter (pi=3.14159265)

c

c carry expansion for six terms
c

do i0 n=l, 6

an=float (n)

arfii (n) --0.0

arfio (n) =0.0

arfoi (n) --0.0

arfoo (n) =0.0

artii(n) =0.0

artio (n) =0.0
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artoi (n) =0.0

artoo (n) =0.0

c

c iterate over the 12 pi/6 sectors

c w

do II j=l,12

aS=float (j)

amult=sin(an*aj*pi/6.0)-sin(an* (aj-l.0)*pi/6.0)

arfii (n) =arfii (n) +wrfii (j )*amult

arfio {n) =arfio (n) +wrfio (j) *amult

arfoi (n) =arfoi (n) +wrfoi {j) *amult

arfoo (n) =arfoo (n) +wrfoo (j) *amult

artii (n) =artii (n) +wrtii (j) *amult

artio (n) =artio (n) +wrtio (j) *amuit

artoi (n) =artoi (n) +wrtoi (j) *amult

II artoo(n)=artoo(n)+wrtoo(j)*amult

arfii (n) =arfii (n) *I. 0/(pi*an)

arfio (n) =arfio (n) *i. 0/(pi*an)

arfoi (n) =arfoi (n) *i. 0/(pi*an)

arfoo(n)=arfoo (n) *l .0/ (pi*an)

artii (n) =artii (n) *Io 0/(pi*an)

artio(n)=artio (n) *l .0/ (pi*an)

artoi(n)=artoi(n)*l.0/(pi*an)

artoo (n) =artoo (n)* 1.0/(pi*an)
i0 continue

retu rn

end

c

function gasdev(iseed)
c

c This is a subroutine from the text "Numerical Recipes."

c It returns a normally distributed deviate with zero mean
c and unit variance from a uniform deviate.

c

save iset,gset

=I data iset/0/
if (iset .eq. 0) then

1 1 vl=2.*ranf ()-I.

I_ v2=2. *ranf () -i.
,ll r=vl * * 2+v2 * * 2
,{

if(r.ge.l.0.or.r.eq.0.0)go to i

! fac=sqrt(-2.*alog(_) /r)

i gset=vl*fac

: gasdev=v2* fac
: i set_l

else

: gasdev=gset
iset=0

end if

return

end

c

c This subroutine calculates the sample mean and variance for beta-3d
c

subroutine normal(j,am, var)

common/b3d_nul/b3dmat (10000)

sum=0.0

sumsq=#. 0



aj=j
do I0 i=l,j

i0 sum=sum+b3dmat (i)

am=sum/a j

do II i=l,j

Ii sumsq=sumsq+ (b3dmat (i) -am) **2.0

var=sumsq/(aj-i.0)
return

end

c

c

c This subroutine calculates the sample mean, variance for f and the

c covariance between f and beta-3d.
c

subroutine covar(j,am, var,bm, cov, b3dm)

common/tc/xfmat (i0000), xfb3dmat (i0000)

common/b3dmul/b3d/_at (i0000 )

suml=0.0

sum2=0.0

sumsql=0.0
sumc=0.0

aj=j

do I0 i=l,j

suml=suml+xfmat (i )

i0 sum2=sum2+xfb3dmat (i)

am=suml/aj

bm-- s um2 /a j

do ii i=l,j

sumsql=sumsql+ (xfmat (i) -am) **2.0

Ii sumc=sumc+ (b3cknat (i)-b3dm) * (xfmat (i)-am)

var=sumsql/(aj-l. 0)

cov=sumc/ (aj-l.0)

return

end

c

subroutine spline (x, y, n, ypl,ypn, y2)
c

c This cubic spline routine provides the interpolation coefficients.

c It is taken from the text "Numerical Recipes."
c

dimension x(n),y(n),y2(n)

dimension u(360)

if (ypl.gt.0.99e30)then

y2 (I) =0.0

u(1)=0.0
else

y2(I)=-0.5

u(1)=(3.0/ (x(2)-x(1)))* ( (y (2) -y (1) ) / (x (2) -x (1) ) -ypl)
end if

do ii i=2,n-I

sig=(x(i)-x(i-l)) /(x(i+l)-x(i-1))

p=sig*y2(i-l)+2.0

y2(i) =(sig-l.0)/p

u(i)=(6.0* ((y(i+l)-y(i))/(x(i+l)-x(i))-(y(i)-y(i-1))

• / (x(i)-x(i-1.)))/(x(i+l)-x(i-l))-sig*u(z-1))/p
ii continue

L_ if (ypn .gr. 0.99e30) then

qn=0.0
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un=0 .0

else

qn=0.5

un = (3.0/ (x(n)-x(n-1)))*(ypn-(y(n)-y(n-1))/(x(n)-x(n-1)))
end if

y2 (n)=(un-qn*u(n-1)) / (qn*y2(n-l)+l.0)

do 12 k=n-l,l,.-I

y2 (k) =y2 (k) *y2 (k+l) +u (k)
12 continue

return

end

c

subroutine splint (xa, ya, y2a, n, x, y)
c

c This cubic spline routine provides the actual interpolation.

c It is taken from the text "Numerical Recipes."
c

dimension xa(n) ,ya(n),y2a (n)
klo=l

khi=n

1 if (khi-klo.gt. l) then
k =(khi+klo) /2

if (xa(k) .gt.x)then
khi=k

else

klo=k

end i f

go to 1
else

end if

h=xa (khi) -xa (klo)

if (h.eq. 0.0) then

write(*, 12)

12 format('The x vector values are not distinct')

write(*,*)khi,klo,xa(khi) ,xa(klo)
else

end if

a = (xa (khi) -x)/h

b = (x-xa (klo))/h

y=a*ya (klo) +b*ya (khi) +

*((a**3-a)*y2a(klo)+(b**3-b)*y2a(khi))*(h**2)/6.0
return

end



APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS USED IN MCGAMMA
4'

In this section, an expression is derived which expresses the power reduction in terms of

[3tc,the effluent temperature measurement error, and proximity of the assemblies with
' failed thermocouples to the safety rod.

The amount of gamma energy emitted by an assembly which is absorbed by a safety rod is:

Pi = alPs B 1

where: Pi = The gamma energy from an assembly in the ith group which is
absorbed by the safety rod.

ai = The fraction of the total gamma energy absorbed by the safety rod

which was radiated from ataassembly in the ith group, see Table 3.

Ps = The total rate of gamma energy absorption by the safety rod.

Equation B 1 implies that the fraction of the gamma energy emitted by the ith assembly
which is absorbed by a safety rod is:

P__Li._ P__j_i= _ = f i B2
Pyi -PifD PifD-

where: Pyi = The total gamma energy emitted by an assembly in _heith group.

Pi = The total steady state power of an assembly in the ith group.

fD = The decay gammaenergy fraction of the steady state power.

fi = The fraction of the gamma radiation emitted from an assembly in the

iriagroup which is absorbed by the safety rod.

If a critical assembly in the iriagroup operates at a greater power than measured due to a
failed hot thermocouple, the increased contribution of that _kssemblyto the gamma heating
of a safety rod at any instant of time during the drained tank phase is:

f

APs = Z(KP3 - P)fDffJcorr B3
i-1

where: APs = The increase in safety rod gamma power.

f = The number of assemblies with failed hot thermocouples.



The power measured with 4 op.erating 'thermocouplesK-
The power measured with 3 operating thermocouples

P4 m_.e.__ _AT4, mess

- P3 meas AT3 meas

P3 = The measured power of an assembly with a failed hot thermocouple.

P = The measured steady state power of a critical assembly (ali critical
assemblies are assumed to have the same power).

AT4 meas= The measured average assembly effluent temperature with four
operating therrnocouples.

AT3 meas = The measured average assembly effluent temperature with a failed
hot thermocouple.

P4_.a_ak_. _ AT4 actaal._ < 1
_corr = P4 measured AT4 measured

[3corr< 1, in practice, however, 13corris close to 1 7. Hence, as a conservative

simplification 13corris set equal to 1.

By definition:

4

ATI+AT2+AT3+AT4 +i_iK P4 _.. AT4 mea_= B4

= P3 meas - AT3 meas ATI+AT2+2AT3+i=_,IEi+ _3

where: ei = The thermocouple measurement error for the ith them_ocouple.
~ 1.76oC8

ATi = The actual flow averaged effluent temperature rise for the ith
assembly quadrant.
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Expanding K in a Taylor expansion about e l = e2 = e 3 = e4 = 0, yields:

ATs4 /_ 1 ATs4'h I_-7F-_32--'AT--L'4"_' E4 O(1--_-_)
K = ----+ - XT-_---_EI+e2)4- - A,.,.2 va + .... +

ATs3 +s3 s3) Is3 ) ATs3 .AT
• I I

-_tc +AWs_3l(1- _-_c_eI+e2)+(1 "_t:) 3 +g41

where: ATs4 = ATI+AT2+AT3+AT 4

ATs3--, zXTI+AT2+2AT3 = 68°C atTin = 30°C and 30% historical power 9

13tc_ A'I'_vgmeasured with a failed hot; jumpered cold thermocouple
ATavg obtained by flow weighted averaging of 4 quadrant temperatures

or

_tc = ATavg measured with a failed hot; jumpered cold thermocouple
ZXTavgobtained by averaging of 4 quadrant temperatures

The former definition applies to the analytical model for 13tcwhile the latter definition

applies to the derivation of 13tcfrom the RDAP data.

AT_
Using [3tcfrom the analytical model to approximate-- is sightly non-conservative 7, but

ATs4
the error is negligible when used with the Monte-Carlo analysis.

The magnitudes of the terms in Equation B4 are as follows:

1___~1.o75 10
13tc

007,
Y
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Thusthete nX[/x]ATs3 1+132) in Equation B4 can be neglected which leads to a
simplified expression for K:

K - 1._ + (1 - 2_'_meas 1 + 13meas2 B5

_tc _ _tcJA'rs3 ATs3

where: emeas 1' emeas2 = Independent effluent temperature measurement errors.
These have the same distribution for each monitor pin
themaocouple, but are statistically independent.

At 30% power ATs3 ~ 68°C9' therefore:

1-_ + (1 - _-_,c)e-meas1 + "em---eas----_2[3tc 68 68 B6

K

Substitute Equation B6 into Equation B3, divide by P and replace P3 with P since 'all
assemblies are assumed to have the same measured power:

f

AP f _[I_tc ( 2.f_tne_l 13meas2 t 1
____a _(k- 1)fDfi 1 _ ,,,,

p = -_ + 1 _tc) 68 +- 68 -1 Dfi B7
i=l i=l

Using Equation B7, the measured steady-state power of 'alicritical assemblies is uniformly
~

reduced. Reducing the critical assembly power from P to P gives:

nf f

p : p fDfi_corr + p KfDfi_corr B8
i=l i=l

"- " p _fi + _Kfi
i=l. i=l .]

where: nf = The number of critical assemblies which do not have failed hot
thermocouples.
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P
Solve Equation B8 for _ and substitute from Equation B2, noting that _p is the fraction of
the original steady state assembly power.

C

. P i=l
_= f B9

nf £[(_tc ( 2_-as-!l + em¢sa--_2}' ]i=_lfi+ 1 + 1. tc) 68 68 ,f'Ji=l

where: c = if + inf = Total number of critical assemblies.

As stated earlier, emeas 1 and 8meas 2 are independent thermocouple measurement errors.

emeas 1 and emeas2 are N(0,_tc ), where _T,:is the standard deviation of the measurement

error for a single then'nocouple. [3tcis N(l.tl3tc,O_tc).

Expressing Equation B9 in terms of the absorption fractions given in Table 1 by using
Equation B2 for fi and cancelling like terms gives:

C

P i=l
p f BIO

nf £[i_tc ( 2 e6_ em_6_} ]i___lai+ 1 + 1 "_ + i
i=l

Equation B 10 is the basis for the MCGAMMA code which is listed in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX C

Sample Input to MCGAMMA

Program MCGAMMA

If you wish output to the screen only, type s.

If you wish output to an output file only, type f.
If you want bot h , type b.
b

What is the name of the output file?

mcg. rdap20

Do you want all iteration data printed? Answer y or n.
n

What is the total number of assemblies?

432

What is the nu_er of assemblies containing failed thermocouples?
20

What is the average value of betatc?
.976

What is the standard deviation of betatc?
.01

How many iterations do you want?
9999

Sample Output From MCGAMMA

************ MCGAMM_A Output **************

************ MCGAMM_ Output **************
The total nun_oer of assemblies is 432

The number of assemblies containing failed thermocouples is 20

The average value of betatc is 0.9760000
The standard deviation of betatc is 0.0100000
The number of iterations is 9999

The 99th percentile highest power reduction is 0.991876

The 95th percentile highest power reduction is 0.998166

The 90th percentile highest power reduction is 1.000000

The mean of the power reductions is 0.999704

The variance of the power reductions is 0.000002

The standard deviation of the power reductions is 0.001570
FORTRAN STOP

Listing of MCGAMMA

program MCGAMMA
c

c This progam perfo_nas a Monte-carlo analysis of power reductions

c for the gamma heating accident. This analysis is based on
c preliminary information obtained from N. Bauman and assumes one

c failed thermocouple per assembly.
c

character ans*l,filename*20,ansdat*l

common/pow/icriti (7) ,icrit (8) ,powef_" (6), iselect (8) ,

#factor(8, 6),ihot (8,10000),isum(10000)

common/stat/pred(10000),psort(10000)
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co1_non iseed

data icriti/0, 3, 3, 3, 6,3, 6/

data poweff/0.128,0.043, 0.026,0.014,0.012,0.009/
data iseed/1052452347/

N
c

write(*, i0)

i0 format(' Program MCGAMMA' / ' If you wish output to the', f f

' If yOu wish output to an output file'o' #' screen only, type s. ',/,

#' only, type f. ',/_ ' If you want both, type b.')
read(*, II) ans

II format (al)

If(ans.eq. 's') go to 90

write(*, 12)

12 format(' What is the name of the output file?')
read(*, 13) filename

13 format(a20)

open (unit=7, file=filename, status =' new' )
c

90 write(*,22)

22 format(' Do you want all iteration data printed?',
#' Answer y or nn ')
read(*,23) ansdat

23 format (al)

write(*, 14)

14 format(' What is the total number of assen_lies?')
read(*,iS) nass

15 format(i3)

write(*,16)

16 format(' What is the number of assemblies containing failed',

#' thermocouples? ')
read(*, 15) nfail

write(*,17)

17 format(' What is the average value of betatc?')
read(*, 18) abetatc

18 format(fl2.7)

write(*, 19)

19 format(' What is the standard deviation of betatc?')

read(*, 18) sbetatc
c

c Note that a normal distribution for betatc will be assumed.

o

write (_,20)

20 format(' How many iterations do you want?')
read(*,21) niter

21 format(iS)
c

c Perform Monte-Carlo Analysis.
c

call power (niter,abetatc,sbetatc,nass,nfail)

call stats (niter,pow99,pow95,powg0,xmean,var, stddev)
c

c Output Monte-Carlo results
c

if(ans.eq. 's' .or.ans.eq. 'b') then

write(*,300) nass,nfail, abetatc,sbetatc,niter

300 format (' ************ MCGAFhMA Output **_********_**',/,
# ' The total number of assemblies is ',i3,/,

# ' The number of assemblies containing failed',
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# ' thermocouples is ' i3 /,

# ' The average value of betatc is ' fl0 7 /' • , ,

# ' The standard deviation of betato is ',

# fl0 7,/,' The number of iterations is'
# i6)

if(ansdat.eq. 'y') then
write (*, 200)

200 format (' Iter #' 2x, 'Failures in Assembly Group'r r Q

# 2x, 'Power Reduction',2x, 'Total Failed' ,2x,
# 'Sorted Power'

# /,llx, 'l' 2x, '2' 2x, '3'

# 2x,'4' 2x,'5' 2x '6' 4x,'7' /), , , F ,

do 220 i=l,niter

write (*,210) i, (ihot(j+l,i), j=l,7),pred(i),isum(i),

i_'._, psort (i)
2].0 format (Ix, i7,3x, il, 2x, il, 2x, il, 2x, il, 2x, il, 2x, il,

# 2x, i3,5x, fl0 .6, 13x, i3,4x, fl0 .6)
220 continue

write(*,230) pow99,pow95,pow90,xmean,var, stddev

230 format(/,' The 99th percentile highest power',
# reduction is ',f10.6,/,

# The 95th percentile highest power',

# reduction is ',f10.6,/,

# The 90th percentile highest power',
# reduction is ',f10.6,/,

# The mean of the power reductions is ',
# f10.6,/,

# ' The variance of the power reductions',
# ' is ' fl0 6,/

# ' The standard deviation of the power',
# ' reductions is' fl0 6),

else

write(*,240) pow99,pow95,pow90,xmean, var, stddev

240 format (' The 99rh percentile highest power',
# ' reduction is ' fl0 6 /,

# ' The 95rh percentile highest power',
# ' reduction is ' fl0 6 /,

# ' The 90rh percentile highest power',
# ' reduction is ' fl0 6 /,, • ,

# ' The mean of the power reductions is ',

# f10.6,/,

# ' The variance of the power reductiens',
# ' is ',f10.6,/,

# ' The standard deviation of the power',
# ' reductions is ' fl0 6)

end if

end if

if(ans.eq. 'f'.or°ans.eq. 'b') then

write ('7,310) nass,nfail, abetatc, sbetatc,niter

310 format(' ************ MCGAMMA Output ******_**_****' /• , ,

# ' The total number of assemblies is ' i3 /

# ' The number of assemblies containing failed',
# ' thermocouples is ' i3 /,

# ' The average value of betatc is ',f10.7,/,

# ' The standard deviation of betatc is ',

# f10.7,/,' The number of iterations is',
# i6)

if(ansdat.eq. 'y') then
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write (7,250)

250 format(' Iter #',2x, 'Failures in Assen_ly Group',
# 2x, 'Power Reduction',2x, 'Total Failed' ,2x,
# 'Sorted Power'

'I' 2x '2' 2x '3'" # /,llx, , , , , F

# 2X, '4',2X, '5' 2x, '6' 4X, '7' /)f , ,

do 270 i=l,niter

, write(7,260) i, (ihot(j+l,i), j=l,7),pred(i),isum(i),
# psort (i)

260 format (ix, i7,3x, il,2x, il,2x, il,2x, il,2x, il,2x, il,

# 2x, i3, 5x, fl0.6, 13x, i3, 4x, fl0.6)
270 continue

write(7,280) pow99,pow95,pow90,xmean,var, stddev
280 format(/,' The 99th percentile highest power',

# reduction is ',f!0.6,/,

# The 95rh percentile highest power',
# reduction is ' fl0 6 /

# The 90th percentile highest power',

# reduction is ',f10.6,/,

# The mean of the power reductions is ',
# fl0.6,/,

# ' The variance of the powe= reductions',
# ' is ',f10.6,/,

# ' The standard deviation of the power',
# ' reductions is ' fl0 6)

else

write(7,290) pow99,pow95,pow90,xmean,var, stddev
290 format( The 99th percentile highest power',

# reduction is ' fl0 6,/8 • ,

# The 95th percentile highest power',

# reduction is ' fl0 6,/

# The 90rh percentile highest power',
# reduction is ',f10.6,/,

# The mean of the power reductions is ',
# f10.6,/,

# ' The variance of the power reductions',
# ' is ',f10.6,/,

# ' The standard deviation of the power',
# ' reductions is ' fl0 6)

end if

end if

stop
end

c

subroutine power (niter, abetatc,sbetatc,nass,nfail)
o

c This subroutine calculates the power reductions for randomly

c failed hot thermocouples in the assemblies which affect a

c particular safety rod.
c

common/pow/icriti (7) ,icrit (8), poweff (6) ,iselect (8) ,

#factor(8, 6),ihot (8,10000),isum(10000)

common/stat/pred (i0000) ,psort (I0000)
cow,non iseed

cray iseed=irtc ()

cray call ranset(iseed)
v

c

do ].60 i=i,8
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do 150 j=l,niter

150 ihot(i, j)=0
160 continue

c

do 161 i=l,niter

161 isum(i) =0
c

c Outer loop.
c

do 300 iter=l,niter

deltap=0.0
c

c Initialize sums and arrays.
c

do 180 i=i,8

do 170 j=l,6

170 factor(i, j)=0.0
180 continue

c

icrit (1)=icriti(1)

do I00 i=I,6

icrit(i+l)=icriti(i+l)+icrit(i)
i00 iselect(i+l)=0

iselect (i) =0

iselect (8) =0
icrit(8)=nass

c

c Loop on failed tc's, one per assembly.
c

do 200 ifail=0,nfail-I

cray ano=ranf ()*float (nass-ifail)
108 ano=ran(iseed)*float(nass-ifail)

if(ano.eq.0..and.ifail.ne.0) go to 108
c

iset=0

do ii0 j=l,7
c

c Remove failed tc's from their respective groups.
c

if(ano.gt.icrit(j) .and.ano.le.icrit(j+l) .and.
# iset.eq.0) then

iset=l

do 500 jj=j,7
500 icrit (jj+l )=icrit (jj+l )-I

iselect (j+l) =iselect (j+l) +i
cray tcno=ranf ()"4.

tcno=ran (iseed) *4.
else

go to 109
end if

if(tcno.lt.l.0) ihot(j+l,iter)-l+ihot(j+l,iter)
is=ihot (j+l,iter)

c

c Test to see if a hot thermocouple w_s failed.

c
if(tcno.lt.l.0.and.j.le.6) then

cray xneg=ranf ()
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xneg=ran (iseed)

if (xneg.lt..5) sign=-l.

if(xneg.ge..5) sign=l.
c

" c Compute a random value for betatc, assuming it has a normal
c distribution.

c

cray isd=irtc ()

cray btc=abetatc+sign*sbetatc*gasdev (isd)

btc=abetatc+sign*sbetatc*gasdev (iseed)

if(btc.gt.l.) btc=l.
c

c Compute fractional power increase in the safety rod. This

c increase is relative to the assembly power, assuming that

c all assemblies have the same power.
c

tcerrl=gasdev (iseed) _I. 76

tcerr2=gasdev (iseed) *I. 76

factor(j+l,is)=poweff(j)* (l./btc+tcerrl/68.+

# tcerr2* (l.-2_/btc)/68.)-poweff(j)
end if

109 continue

ii0 continue

200 continue

do 201 ii=l,8

201 isum(iter)=isum(iter)+iselect(ii)
c

c Compute the uniform power reduction required for the failed tc's.
c

snum=0.0

do 210 i=I,6

210 snum=snum+poweff (i) *icriti (i+I)
sden=snum

do 230 i=l, 6

if(ihot (i+l,iter) .ne.0) then

do 220 j=l,ihot(i+l, iter)

220 sden=sden+factor(i+l, j)
end if

230 continue

if (sden.eq. 0) then

write(*,700) btc, snum

700 format(' btc=',fl0.5, ' snum =', f10.5)

stop
end if

pred (ite r) =snum/sden
300 continue

return

end

c

subroutine stats(n,pow99,pow95,pow90,xmean,var, stddev)
c

c Subroutine stats computes the 90th 95th and 99th percentile of the

c largest power reductions.
c

con_non/stat/pred(10000),psort (i0000)

c

c The following sorting routine is "Heapsort" taken from "Numerical

c Recipies" by W. Press, et al., pg 231.
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c

do 1 i=l,n

1 psort(i)=pred(i)

l=n/2+l

i r=n

i0 continue

if(l.gt.l) then
i=i-i

rra=psort (i)

else

rra=psort (ir)

psort (ir)=psort(1)
ir=ir-I

if (ir.eq. l) then

psort (1)=rra

go to I00
end if

end if

i=l

j=l+l

20 if (j.le.ir) then

if (j.lt.ir) then

if(psort(j) .lt.psort(9+l) ) j=j_l
endif

if(rra.lt.psort(j)) then

psort (i)=psort (j)

i=j

j=j+j
else

j=ir+l

end i f

go to 20
end if

psozt (i)=rra

go to i0
c

c End of sorting routine.
c

c Compute the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of

c uniform power reductions.
c

i00 xmean=0.

do 120 i=l,n

120 xmean=x_nean+psort (i)

x-neanmxmean/float (n)

sumv- 0.

do 30 i=l,n

30 sumv=sumv+ (psort (i) -xmean) **2.
xn=float (n-l)

va r=sumv/xn

stddev=var** 0.5

c

c Compute the 99rh , 95rh and 90th percentiles of the power
c reductions

c

xxn-float (n)

ip99-ifix (0.0 l*xxn)

if (ip99.eq.0) ip99=i
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pow99=psort (ip99)

ip95=ifix (0.05*xxn)

if (ip95.eq.0) ip95=i

pow95=psort (ip95)

" ip90=ifix (0.90*xxn)

if(ip90.eq.0) ip90=l

powg0=psort (ipg0)

4 c
return

end

c

function gasdev(iseed)

c

c This is a subroutine from the text "Numerical Recipes" by W. Press

c et al., page 203. It returns a normally distributed deviate with

c zero mean and unit variance from a uniform deviate.

c

save iset,gset

data iset/0/

if (iset.eq.0)then

cray 1 vl=2.*ranf ()-i.

cray v2=2. *ranf () -i.

1 vl=2.*ran(iseed)-l.

v2=2. *ran (iseed) -I.

r=vl**2+v2**2

if(r.ge.l.0.or.r.eq.0_0)go to 1

fac=sqrt (-2 .*alog (r) /r)

gset=vl* fac

gasdev=v2* fac
iset=l

else

gasdev=gset

iset=0

end if

return

end
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